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operated mold closing units, the closing movement of a mold is detected by the mold

itself, and the amount of the closing movement is detected by a sensor mounted within
the mold. In foot-operated mold closing units, the pressing force of the foot operator on

the board portion of a plate has been detected by a sensor mounted in the board.
However, in the case of the hand-operated mold closing unit, since the mold is used as a
container for storing the fluid material and since the contact between the mold and the

member moving in the mold is complex and there are a number of places where the mold
can possibly be inclined, it has been necessary to provide a certain allowance with

respect to the clearance between the mold and the member moving in the mold, and the
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customer in a database with
MongoDB support. If there is a

match I want to return the row as
a JSON object, if it is null I want to
return null. The code I'm using is

//loop through the array of
customer for (int i = 0; i

customList = new ArrayList();
customer = null; ...

customerList.add(customer); EDIT:
You can use an if/else instead:

JSONObject customer; if (item!=
null) { customer =

item.toJSONObject(); } else {
customer 6d1f23a050
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